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Abstract

Rupture of an individual film in an evolving liquid metal foam is investigated by means of high-

speed X-ray radioscopy using white synchrotron radiation. At a frame rate of 5000 fps the rupture

event is spread over 3 to 4 images. The images show that the remnants of the rupturing film

are pulled into the surrounding plateau borders in 600±100µs which conforms well with a liquid

movement governed by inertia and not by viscosity. Within one order of magnitude the viscosity

of the liquid involved must be similar to the viscosity of pure liquid aluminium.
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Many manufacturing processes involve fast movements inside closed containers or flow

of opaque liquids such as metallic melts. In many cases knowledge about such processes

is necessary to understand functionalities or mechanisms, but a direct visual insight into

the system is impossible. Radioscopy with penetrating rays can help to overcome such

problems. X-ray radioscopy using X-ray tubes has been used to study such phenomena, e.g.

to visualise oxide films during solidification of aluminium alloys [1], growth of hydrogen pores

in aluminium castings [2, 3], or convective flow in liquid metals [4]. The flux of conventional

X-ray sources limits both the accessible frame rates to a few frames per second (fps) and

spatial resolutions to some 10 µm. Therefore, synchrotron radiation has been applied to

study processes in higher spatial and temporal resolution. Recent examples include the

growth of dendrites in Al-Ni alloys [5], coarsening of two-phase semisolid alloys [6], water

evolution in operating fuel cells [7], or fuel injection into a running engine [8].

An ubiquitous phenomenon in metal foams is coalescence: thermal or mechanical instabil-

ities lead to the rupture of a film separating two adjacent bubbles and the subsequent merger

of these. Knowing the dynamics of such rupture events is important since they reflect the

properties of the constitutive liquid. It has been estimated that such ruptures take place on

the time scale of some ms or even faster [9]. X-ray radioscopy has been shown to be a valu-

able tool to investigate the details of internal bubble creation and rearrangement in metal

foams at high resolutions (≈10µm) and moderate rates (≤18 fps) [9, 10]. To image rupture

phenomena, a considerable increase in frame acquisition rate is required. In this paper we

present an investigation of liquid metallic foams by means of high-speed radioscopy and we

capture 5000 images per second to reveal the details of pore coalescence during growth of

Al-6%Si-4%Cu (wt.%) alloy foam. We shall first describe the imaging technique and then

present the results of an experiment on metallic foam.

The foaming furnace setup is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a ceramic heating plate

placed inside a gas-tight aluminium cylinder (wall thickness: 0.5mm) that allows for pressure

variations. The furnace is equipped with connections for heating current, thermocouples and

gas in- and outlets and has already been described in more detail elsewhere [11]. For foaming,

the furnace was loaded with a 10×5×4mm3 large piece of foamable precursor, the 5mm-side

oriented in the beam direction. The precursor was manufactured by powder pressing [10] and

contained the aluminium alloy and 0.5wt.% of uniformly dispersed TiH2 particles acting as

a blowing agent. The container was pressurised with 5 bar argon gas, after which the sample
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was heated to T = 600 ◦C within 20 s. After melting, the gas contained in the blowing

agent nucleated in the sample leading to a small volume expansion of about 5 to 10%. In a

next step, the vessel was depressurized to ambient pressure in about 5 s which caused rapid

growth of the foam and triggered additional cell wall ruptures [12]. Foaming could also be

carried out at constant ambient pressure, but under such conditions too few rupture events

would occur in the short time window available for radioscopic viewing (≈1 s), the limit

given by the available storage capacity of the camera memory and the image acquisition

rate used.

Imaging experiments were carried out at beamline ID19 of the European Synchrotron

ESRF (Grenoble, France). A quasi-white spectrum of ID19’s wiggler (gap 40mm) was used

in order to have a flux of ≈1015 Ph/mm2/s suitable for our fast imaging application. The

beam was filtered by 1.5mm of aluminium (including the two pressure vessel walls).

Different detector concepts for high resolution synchrotron imaging are known [13, 14].

The classical setup is based on a scintillating screen: its luminescence image is optically

coupled via lenses onto a digital camera chip, typically a CCD with a high dynamic range

[13]. Such a detector system works with high efficiency at resolutions of a few µm. Upon

increasing resolution the efficiency of indirect detection decreases dramatically due to the

small thickness required for the scintillating screens (down to 5 µm for sub-µm resolution)

[15]. The speed of such a detector system is limited by the readout rate of the CCD, typically

in the range of several fps up to several hundred fps, depending on the number of pixels,

dynamic range, readout design of the CCD etc. [16].

Higher frame rates can easily be reached by applying direct X-ray detectors such as, e.g.

Medipix2 [17]. These direct detectors can be described as CMOS chips with a photodiode

coupled to each pixel. For selected diffraction applications even standard CMOS chips

designed for detecting visible light have been applied to fast direct X-ray detection [18].

Their maximum resolution is limited to the intrinsic pixel size of the chips. The life time

depends on energy and flux of the radiation used.

As we aimed at using the highly intense white beam of a wiggler source we compromised

by using a CMOS camera for visible light detection in an indirect detection setup, see Fig. 1.

For the scintillating screen we chose a 300 µm thick YAG:Ce single crystal. YAG:Ce is one

of the few known materials that are commercially available and have already been applied

in synchrotron imaging with a high heat load [19]. In particular, the material does not show
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a decreasing light yield with increasing temperature [20]. Directly behind the scintillator a

mirror is placed, resulting in a folded beam path of the visible light. The luminescence image

of the YAG:Ce screen is projected with a low-magnifying, long working-distance objective

onto a digital camera situated outside of the synchrotron beam. The result is a design

where no detector parts that could be damaged by ionizing radiation are facing the high

flux of high energy X-rays. As fast camera we chose a PCO.1200 hs (1280×1024 pixels, 10

bit dynamic range – 60 dB, 12 µm pixel size, 25 % peak efficiency at 520 nm, up to 1GB/s

recording speed). This system allows us to image our foam with 1357 fps at VGA resolution

(9µm effective pixel size). In order to reach the required 5000 fps (200 µs exposure time) we

restricted the region-of-interest to 1280×128 pixels.

In Fig. 2 we can observe the rupture process of an individual film within a AlSi6Cu4

foam in high time resolution [? ]. In the first image the encircled vertex of three films

is still intact. 200µs later in the second image the film extending to the lower right is

already interrupted and the liquid metal is being pulled to the upper left as indicated by the

arrow. In the third and fourth images this liquid rearrangement continues. After 800 µs the

movement has come to an end and the last two images show little difference. The diameter

of the bubbles in question is in the range of 3 mm.

Radioscopy naturally does not reveal the true position of all the material and therefore

we cannot specify how the rupture event initiated and to where exactly the metal in the

ruptured features has been redistributed. Assuming the simple picture of a line-shaped

distortion within a square film of an ideal liquid, dimensions b× b and uniform thickness c,

the rupture time Tr of such a film consisting of a liquid with density ρ and surface tension

σ can be estimated (Ref. 9 with additional factor 2 to account for the two interfaces of the

film):

Tr =
b

2

√
cρ

2σ
≈ 500 µs,

using b=3mm, c=80µm, ρ=2380 kg/m3, σ=0.87N/m [9]. The latter values are for pure

aluminium, but the values for the alloy should be very similar. From our experiment we

estimate Tr ≈ 600±100µs which is in a reasonable agreement with this value but due to

the simplicity of the model and the crude estimates of the values used in the equation this

should not be over-interpreted. Analysis of further rupture phenomena yielded rupture times

between 400 and 1000 µs.
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In this model the surface force accelerating the melt is simply Fs = 2σb ≈ 5mN. The

average viscous force Fv due to the viscosity of the liquid η, acting against Fs, can be

estimated by applying a textbook equation based on laminar flow in the film: Fv = ηv b2

c
,

where v is the average velocity. Pure aluminium has η ≈1.5mPas, and hence Fv ≈ 0.36mN

≈ 1
14

Fs. In this case the liquid movement is largely dominated by inertia. This shows that

individual films break in a time suggesting that the effective viscosity is that of the pure

liquid within one order of magnitude.

In the literature a foam-stabilizing mechanism via a dramatically enhanced viscosity has

been proposed which is caused by the formation of a filigree network of oxides forming a gel.

It is found that an apparent viscosity of 400 mPas explains the observed stability of foam

columns [21]. With such a high value for η we would get Fv ≈ 20Fs, and viscous damping

would lead to measurably higher values for Tr. A network of oxide fragments – clearly

discernible in microscopic images [22] – might give rise to a high viscosity in an undistorted

state and block liquid flow out of the films. After rupture, however, this network seems to

have broken up. The viscosity of the liquid in the film appears to depend highly on the

history of the melt and the forces acting on it.

In conclusion, using white synchrotron X-ray radiation, a suitable fluorescent screen and

a fast CMOS camera, X-ray image sequences with up to 5000 fps can be acquired. The

temporal evolution of the rupture of an individual metal film within a metallic foam was

observed. The observed rupture time of about 600±100µs is in agreement with a simple

model that assumes inertia-limited film rupture and expresses the fact that the liquid in

rupturing films is very fluid and behaves like a conventional melt.

We acknowledge funding by the European Space Agency via MAP projects AO99-075

and XRMON.
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FIG. 1: Sketch of the fast imaging setup used at the beamline ID19 of the ESRF (top), furnace

used for in-situ radioscopy experiment viewed in the direction of radiation (bottom).

FIG. 2: Radiographs of a metal foam featuring a rupturing film. Images are 200µs apart. First

image is reproduced twice to show the position of the rupturing film.
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